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Abstract
Current forensic DNA analysis predominantly involves identification of human 

donors by analysis of short tandem repeats (STRs) using Capillary Electrophoresis 
(CE). Recent developments in Massively Parallel Sequencing (MPS) technologies offer 
new possibilities in analysis of STRs since they might overcome some of the limitations 
of CE analysis. In this study 17 STRs and Amelogenin were sequenced in high coverage 
using a prototype version of the Promega PowerSeq™ system for 297 population 
samples from the Netherlands, Nepal, Bhutan and Central African Pygmies. In addition, 
45 two-person mixtures with different minor contributions down to 1% were analysed 
to investigate the performance of this system for mixed samples. Regarding fragment 
length, complete concordance between the MPS and CE-based data was found, 
marking the reliability of MPS PowerSeq™ system. As expected, MPS presented a 
broader allele range and higher power of discrimination and exclusion rate. The high 
coverage sequencing data were used to determine stutter characteristics for all loci 
and stutter ratios were compared to CE data. The separation of alleles with the same 
length but exhibiting different stutter ratios lowers the overall variation in stutter ratio 
and helps in differentiation of stutters from genuine alleles in mixed samples. All alleles 
of the minor contributors were detected in the sequence reads even for the 1% 
contributions, but analysis of mixtures below 5% without prior information of the 
mixture ratio is complicated by PCR and sequencing artefacts. 

Introduction
Current forensic DNA analysis almost exclusively focuses on the identification of 

human sample donors using multiplex short tandem repeat (STR) genotyping with 
commercial kits based on polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and capillary electrophoresis 
(CE). Although this type of analysis has proven its value over the past decades, it is not 
without limitations. In CE, multiplexing of more than 5 loci in a single assay can only be 
achieved by using different fluorescent labels in the PCR and by using non-overlapping 
PCR fragment lengths for STRs with the same fluorescent label. Consequently, most 
commercial assays have a  PCR fragment range between 80-500 bp [20].

When analysing degraded DNA samples, this variation in fragment length frequently 
results in noticeable lower, or even absent, signals for the longer PCR fragments. As a 
consequence, profiles of degraded DNA often have a lower discriminating power. 

Another potential difficulty associated with the CE detection of STRs is the 
background signal arising from stutter peaks [19], caused by slippage of the polymerase 
in the PCR. In DNA samples from a single person, genuine alleles and stutter alleles can 
be easily distinguished. However, the analysis of unbalanced mixtures with low minor 
contributions is frequently complicated by stutter alleles that cannot be distinguished 
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from genuine alleles of the minor contributors [4].
In theory, these limitations can mostly be solved by the use of massively parallel 

sequencing (MPS) of STR loci. STR alleles can be identified by repeat number and 
sequence variation and primers can be designed in such a way that PCR fragments 
have similar size ranges for all loci. Moreover, many more loci can be multiplexed in 
the same reaction because the detection is no longer based on a limited number of 
fluorescent labels. A few studies have indicated the potential of MPS STR genotyping 
[6, 8, 15, 21]. They showed that, in addition to the variation in repeat number and 
repeat sequence, the repeat-flanking regions provide an additional source of variation 
and add to the discriminating power of the loci. However, the additional power of 
this new sequence variation cannot be fully used until sufficient population frequency 
data is available for all loci. We speculated that this additional information could help 
in distinguishing genuine alleles from stutter alleles although it is not likely that this 
problem will be completely overcome.

For this purpose, we assessed population data for 297 samples of three distinct 
populations (Dutch, Himalayan, and Central African Pygmies) for 17 STR loci included 
in a prototype version of the PowerSeq™ MPS STR assay [21]. These data were 
compared to the results of CE-based data from the PowerPlex® Fusion System [12]. 
We also present data from several series of mixed DNA samples in different ratios 
down to 1:99 to survey the possibilities and limits for this assay in analysis of mixed 
samples.

We examined the additional sequence variation of the loci, both within the STR 
motifs and in the flanking regions, and assessed the impact of this variation on the 
discriminating power of the loci. In addition, stutter ratios were studied and compared 
to those obtained with CE-based profiling. 

As a consequence of various mechanisms such as DNA recombination, replication 
and repair-associated processes, the spectrum of human genetic variation ranges from 
single nucleotide differences to large chromosomal events. Among the different types 
of genetic changes, repetitive DNA sequences show more polymorphism than single 
nucleotide variants (Conrad et al., 2010; Hinds et al., 2006; Iafrate et al., 2004; Kidd et al., 
2008; Redon et al., 2006; Sebat et al., 2004; Tuzun et al., 2005), and they are important 
in human diseases (Conrad et al., 2010; de Cid et al., 2009; Girirajan et al., 2011; Hollox 
et al., 2008; McCarroll et al., 2009; Pinto et al., 2010), complex traits and evolution 
(Mills et al., 2011; Stephens et al., 2011; Sudmant et al., 2010). In particular, microsatellite 
variants, also known as short tandem repeats (STR), and their expansion/shortening 
have been linked to a variety of human genetic disorders (Mirkin, 2007; Pearson et al., 
2005; Sutherland and Richards, 1995), and have been used in genotyping (Kimura et al., 
2009; Weber and May, 1989) and forensic DNA fingerprinting studies (Kayser and de 
Knijff, 2011; Moretti et al., 2001).
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Because of the repetitive nature of STRs and often the low level of complexity of the 
DNA sequences in which they occur (Treangen and Salzberg, 2012), characterization 
of STR variability and understanding of their functional consequences are challenging 
(Weischenfeldt et al., 2013). So far, sequencing-based strategies have focused on 
reads mapped to the reference genome and subsequent identification of discordant 
signatures and classification of associated STRs (Medvedev et al., 2009; Mills et al., 2011). 
Yet, the mainstream aligners, such as BWA (Li and Durbin, 2009) or Bowtie (Langmead 
and Salzberg, 2012), do not tolerate repeats or insertions and deletions (indels) as a 
trade-off of run time (Li and Homer, 2010). This limitation leads to ambiguities in the 
alignment or assembly of repeats which, in turn, can obscure the interpretation of results 
(Treangen and Salzberg, 2012). Moreover, the current human genome reference still 
remains incomplete and provides only limited information on expected and potentially 
uncharacterized STRs in different individuals (Alkan et al., 2011; Iafrate et al., 2004; Kidd 
et al., 2008; Sebat et al., 2004). Consequently, STRs are not routinely analyzed in whole-
genome or whole-exome sequencing studies, despite their obvious applications and 
their role in human diseases, complex traits and evolution.

Here, we present a method for targeted profiling of STRs that reports a full 
spectrum of all observed genomic variants along with their respective abundance. 
Our tool, TSSV, can accurately profile and characterize STRs without the use of a 
complete reference genome, and therefore minimizes biases introduced during the 
alignment and downstream analysis. TSSV scans sequencing data for reads that fully 
or partially encompass loci of interest based on the detection of unique flanking 
sequences. Subsequently, TSSV characterizes the sequence between a pair of non-
repetitive flanking regions and reports statistics on known and novel alleles for each 
locus of interest. We show the performance of TSSV on robust characterization of all 
allelic variants in a given targeted locus by its application in several case studies: forensic 
DNA fingerprinting of mixed samples by STR profiling, characterization of variants 
introduced by transcription activator-like effector nucleases (TALENs) in embryonic 
stem (ES) cells and detailed characterization of errors derived from a next-generation 
sequencing (NGS) experiment. 

Material and Methods
Population samples

To assess the potential genetic variation, 297 DNA samples were selected from a 
European population (101 Dutch samples [20]), an Asian population (97 samples from 
Nepal and Bhutan [10]) and an African population (99 Central African Pygmy samples 
[9]).
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Capillary electrophoresis

PCR reactions were performed according to the protocol of the PowerPlex® Fusion 
System [14] using 0.5 ng of DNA and 30 amplification cycles using a GeneAmp® PCR 
System 9700 (Life Technologies). For every reaction, 2800M Control DNA (Promega) 
was included as a positive control and a water sample was included as negative control 
sample. CE was performed using an AB3500XL (Life Technologies) according to the 
PowerPlex® Fusion System protocol, data was analysed using GeneMarker® software 
v2.4.0 (Softgenetics).

Massively Parallel Sequencing

PCR reactions were performed with a prototype PowerSeq™ sequencing assay 
primer mix and master mix (Promega) amplifying 17 STR loci and Amelogenin. All PCRs 
were performed on a GeneAmp® PCR System 9700 using the following program: 96 
°C for 1 min, 30 cycles of 94 °C for 10s, 59 °C for 1 min, 72 °C for 30s and a final 
extension of 60 °C for 10 min, for every reaction 2800M Control DNA was included 
as a positive control and a water sample was included as negative control sample. 

Illumina sequencing libraries were prepared from the PCR products by ligating 
barcoded adapters using the KAPA Library Preparation kit (KAPA Biosystems) without 
additional amplification using 2.5 µl of PCR product directly in the end repair reaction 
(without prior purification) in a total volume of 35 µl. The A-tailing and ligation step 
were performed in a total volume of 25 µl. For ligation, a 10-fold dilution of a barcoded 
TruSeq adapter (Illumina) was used. To confirm successful ligation of the adapters, 1 µl 
of library was analysed on the Qiaxcel (Qiagen) for a selection of libraries. To enable 
balanced pooling, sequencing libraries were quantified in duplicate by real time PCR 
using the KAPA SYBR® FAST qPCR kit. Quantification reactions were performed on a 
LightCycler® 480 (Roche) or a 7500 Real Time PCR System (Life Technologies) using a 
dilution series of PhiX control library (Illumina) as standard. After pooling the libraries, 
the final pool was quantified again using the same method to enable optimal loading of 
the flow cell. Sequencing was performed on the MiSeq® sequencer (Illumina) using v3 
sequencing reagents according to the manufacturer’s protocol with approximately 5% 
of PhiX control library and 14-19 pM final library concentration.

Data analysis

For the analysis of STR sequences, the use of simple alignment-based methods 
could lead to errors. In the analysis pipeline, the first step is the alignment of both 
paired-end reads that are generated by the sequencer to obtain one high quality 
consensus read. We used the paired-end read aligner FLASH [11] that aims for a 
maximum overlap of both reads when creating one consensus read (matching any two 
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paired reads with a mismatch ratio of under 0.33 in the overlapping part). If both reads 
end within a repeated element, the alignment could lead to a shortened repeated 
element in the consensus read. To be able to recognise possible misalignment of the 
reads we altered FLASH version 1.2.11 (this altered version is available via https://
github.com/Jerrythafast/FLASH-lowercase-overhang). We added an option to mark 
the bases that were not overlapped by both reads in small letters in the consensus 
read. Hereby, when all the bases of the flanking regions are in small letters (and thus the 
sequence reads ended within the repeated element), they can be filtered out in later 
analysis. When a difference occurred between the two reads, the base call with the 
highest quality value was used for the consensus. Analysis of the paired-end consensus 
reads was performed using TSSV [2] (install using: pip install tssv). A TSSV library was 
created based on all observed variants (Sup. File 1). In Figure 1, the analysis of STRs 
using TSSV is illustrated. To further support the interpretation of STR sequencing data, 
we developed Stuttermark (part of the Python package fdstools, for installation use: 
pip install fdstools); a Python script that marks possible stutter alleles based on the 
sequence structure. With this software a column is added to the table of ‘known alleles’ 
from TSSV where alleles that could be derived from an n-1, n-2 or n+1 stutter of an 
allele (based on the complete allele sequence) in the sample are marked. Thresholds 
for n-1 and n+1 stutter ratios (n-2 is considered as an n-1-1 using a squared value of 
the n-1 threshold) are used to decide whether a sequence is marked as an allele or 
as a possible stutter. A shell script (available upon request) was written to automate 
all the analysis steps in parallel on a computer cluster for large sample series. An Excel 
sheet (available upon request) was subsequently used to summarise the results and 
score variants according to a priori defined criteria for the number of reads per variant 
(total and per orientation) and a minimum percentage from the reads of the highest 
allele for every locus.
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Figure 1. An overview of the TSSV analysis strategy of short tandem repeat 
sequences 

 
A. An example of the TSSV library entry for locus D2S1338 with from left to right the locus name, flanking 1, flanking 2 (in the same orientation 
as flanking 1) and the variant definition. Both flanking sequences usually represent the PCR primers. The numbers at the ends of the variant 
definition sequences (in this example “0 1”, “0 1”, “4 20”, “2 10”, and “0 1”) indicate how often (based on current knowledge) a sequence 
could be repeated. 
B. Both flanking sequences of the library are used to recognise which locus (in both orientations) any read represents. The observed sequence 
variation between the two flanking sequences will be reported by TSSV. In this example, some of the surrounding sequence of the STR is included 
to not only report the STR variation, but also the sequence variation in the surrounding region of the STR. 
C. The sequence between the flanking regions is compared to the variant definition of the library. A sequence that complies with the variant 
definition is reported and summarised (by counting the separate repeated motifs) in the ‘known alleles’ table and a sequence that doesn’t 
comply with the variant definition is reported in the ‘new alleles’ table.
D. A TSSV report summarising the displayed allele which was observed 96 times in the forward orientation and 102 times in the reverse orienta-
tion. The variant starts with AGCATGG... (not repeated), followed by GGAA (repeated 4 times), GGCA (repeated 2 times) and AGGCCAA... (not 
repeated). In addition to the tables, fasta files are generated containing the complete sequence reads for the known and new alleles at each 
locus, but also for the reads that are not recognised or in which only one of the flanking sequences of a locus is recognised. In this way, it is pos-
sible to keep track of the sequences that are not reported.

Analysis of single source samples

In every sequencing run for the population samples (7 runs in total), a maximum 
of 48 barcoded samples were sequenced aiming for a coverage of at least 1000 reads 
for every STR allele in each sample. After measuring concentrations of the sequencing 
libraries, all samples of a run were pooled in an equimolar fashion prior to sequencing. 
The output of TSSV was analysed with Stuttermark using two different threshold 
settings; first, n-1 position stutters with ratios below 10% of the genuine allele and 
n+1 position stutters below 2% of the genuine allele were marked while in the second 
analysis thresholds of respectively 20% and 3% were used. As a final step, a sequence 
read profile (see Figure 2) was generated showing all the alleles that have met defined 
thresholds for read coverage (further described in the Results section). In the sequence 
read profile, allele names for alleles marked as stutter for both settings of Stuttermark 
are automatically removed. As with CE analysis, remaining alleles with an assigned 
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allele name were inspected by a trained expert and alleles interpreted as stutter were 
removed. In this article, allele names are described according to the nomenclature 
described by van der Gaag and de Knijff [17]. In all figures, locus coordinates were 
removed to shorten the allele name.

Figure 2. An example of a PowerSeqTM MPS read profile and read statistics for 
all 18 loci in a single-source sample

A. An STR sequence read profile

B. Sample read statistics

        
A. An MPS-STR sequence read profile showing all observed alleles of a single-source reference  sample with the corresponding number of forward 
reads (blue bars) and reverse reads (red bars) for every allele. Only the observed variants with coverage of at least 5 reads and a within locus 
proportion of 2% of the highest allele are displayed in this profile. B. Read statistics of the displayed sample, all percentages are displayed as 
a proportion of the total passed filter reads. 94.9% of the reads of this sample were recognised for both flanking sequences (matched pairs) 
of a locus using TSSV. 75.6% of the total reads represented known alleles and after removing the stutter reads, 65.2% of the reads represent 
the genuine alleles of this sample. From the 19.3% of matched pairs that were marked as new alleles by TSSV, a large proportion (5.2% of the 
total reads) consisted of singletons. The remaining 5.1% of passed filter reads (not recognised as matched pairs) represented primer dimers.
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Analysis of mixed samples

For five two-person combinations selected from the Dutch population samples, 
mixtures were prepared in the ratios 1:99, 5:95, 10:90, 20:80, 50:50, 80:20, 90:10, 95:5 
and 99:1 by mixing the samples based on triplicate DNA quantifications acquired using 
the Quantifiler® Duo DNA Quantification Kit (Life Technologies). 

In the PCR reaction for STR amplification, DNA input amounts were adjusted to 
add at least 60 pg (≈ 10 cells) of the minor contributor. To achieve this, total DNA input 
varied from 0.5 ng – 6 ng. Samples were sequenced in two runs and pooling ratios were 
calculated to achieve a minimum of 20 reads for every allele of the minor contributor in 
each mixture. Analysis was performed in the same way as for the single source samples, 
but the threshold for the percentage of reads from the highest allele of a marker was 
lowered depending on the mixture ratio (further discussed in results and discussion). 
Based on the sequence variation and allele ratios, suspected stutter peaks were marked 
by an expert to distinguish genuine alleles from stutter peaks.

Analysis of stutter ratios

Stutter analysis of CE data

The sized output trace data (containing fluorescence intensity data for every 
position in the electropherogram) was exported from GeneMarker® to Excel. Using 
peak heights, the stutter ratios at n-1, n+1 and n-2 stutter positions, were determined 
for every allele. Peaks that may represent overlapping stutter events (e.g. stutters in 
between two genuine alleles that may represent both an n-1 and an n+1 stutter) 
were removed. Sup. Figure 1 illustrates which combinations of stutter peaks and alleles 
were used for analysis. Peaks with intensities below 30 rfu were discarded in order 
to avoid miscalled CE artefacts and to minimise the influence of run-to-run variation 
of the Genetic Analyser. For some loci, a large proportion of the peaks on stutter 
positions were lower than 30 rfu (because of the low stutter ratio and the limit in 
detection range), these peaks did not necessarily represent a zero stutter ratio and 
were therefore considered to miss a stutter value to avoid underestimation of the 
stutter ratio (resulting in a slight overestimation of low ratio stutter peaks). 

Stutter analysis of STR sequencing data

Stutter analysis was performed for all samples for which we obtained more than 
50.000 total reads (271 out of 297 samples) to avoid bias introduced by low coverage 
alleles. To check for possible differences in coverage between long and short alleles, 
the within locus allele balance was calculated for every marker. For the stutter analysis, 
sequence variants with coverage below 5 reads were discarded to minimise bias in the 
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stutter ratio. For every observed sequence allele, a table was generated with 6 possible 
stutter sequences; the two most likely stutter sequences for the n-1 stutter reads, the 
n+1 stutter reads and the n-2 stutter reads. The most likely stutter sequences were 
determined based on the length of the longest repeating element in the sequence 
assuming that longer repeats produce the most stutter [3]. For these 6 stutter alleles, 
the stutter percentage was determined by dividing the read count of the stutter allele 
by the read count of the genuine allele. Stutter alleles that could overlap with other 
alleles or stutter reads were removed taking sequence-specific differences into account 
as illustrated in Sup. Figure 1. 

Statistical Calculations

For all STRs in the assay, the match likelihood and power of exclusion were calculated 
for the alleles observed in CE and MPS for all three populations using the Powerstat 
excel spreadsheet [13].

Results and discussion
To assess sequence variation in STR loci and stutter characteristics of a prototype 

MPS STR sequencing assay (PowerSeq™), 297 samples from three globally dispersed 
populations were sequenced. To avoid the influence of possible somatic cell line 
mutations on the analysis of stutter characteristics, we preferred to use DNA samples 
derived from blood over the use of cell line material from worldwide panels like 
HapMap or the Human Genome Diversity Panel [1, 5]. 

In the PowerSeq™ assay, all PCRs are designed to amplify STR fragments which 
are around the same fragment length (shortest to longest allele: 180-310 bp, 180-280 
bp excluding the exceptionally long FGA-alleles). Figure 3 displays the fragment length 
distribution of the sequenced alleles in this study for all 17 STRs and Amelogenin.
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Figure 3. Overview of fragment range for all loci in the prototype PowerSeq™ 
assay

   

    
The prototype MPS PowerSeq™ multiplex assay used in this study contains 17 autosomal STR loci and Amelogenin. This figure shows the PCR 
fragment size variation of all alleles sequenced in this study.

Optimisation

Reliable quantification of the sequence libraries is an important step for optimal 
sequencing. It is used to achieve optimal balance for pooling different libraries in a run 
and it influences the number of molecules that are loaded on the sequencer. To assess 
whether equimolar pooling was achieved, the observed and expected proportion of 
sequences were compared for all samples in the 7 sequencing runs comprising the 
297 population samples (Figure 4). The majority of libraries are represented in 0.5-2 
times the expected proportion of reads in the sequencing run, which is sufficiently 
balanced for the current design. Thus, the quantitation method that was used (real time 
PCR) allows effective library pooling. Different loading concentrations were used on 
the MiSeq® sequencer to determine optimal cluster density on the flow cell (higher 
loading concentrations result in higher cluster densities). Higher cluster density results 
in a higher amount of unfiltered reads but decreases sequence quality (Sup. Figure 
2). We infer that a flow cell cluster density around 800-1000 K/mm2 may be most 
optimal (further discussed in the section ‘filtering noise from alleles’).
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Figure 4. Tukey boxplot of the ratio of observed versus expected read 
proportion of pooled samples over different sequencing runs

        
Tukey boxplot showing the ratio of observed versus expected read proportion of 297 pooled samples analysed in 7 sequencing runs. The box 
displays the interquartile range (IQR), the line in the box displays the median and the whiskers display the range until the last sample within 
1.5 IQR.

An example of a read profile is shown in Figure 2A. The sequence profile resembles 
a CE profile with the y-axis displaying the number of reads observed for every sequence 
variant, the labels on the x-axis display a more detailed description of the sequence 
for every allele. Note that the range of amplicon sizes is similar for all STRs (Figure 3) 
even though the loci are displayed next to each other on the x-axis. The number of 
reads is directly proportional to the number of actual molecules for every allele, which 
is distinct from CE profiles where peak height is influenced by the intensity of emission 
for different fluorescent labels.
Sequence efficiency

In Figure 2, we display the statistics of read counts and the sequencing profile for 
a typical sample which is prepared using the recommended input of 0.5 ng DNA 
in the PCR reaction for this assay. 65% of the reads represented the genuine allele 
sequences of the alleles, approximately 5% of the reads were occupied by stutter reads, 
the remaining 25% of recognised reads consisted of reads containing PCR and / or 
sequencing errors. The 5% of unrecognised reads consisted mostly of primer-dimers 
which is a well-known side effect when large multiplexes such as this 18-plex are 
used. Remaining primer-dimers could be minimised by purification steps involving size 
selection such as using a low bead-to-volume ratio for AMPure XP beads. However, 
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we chose to use the PCR product without purification before the library preparation 
and we used a 2:1 bead ratio in the purification steps of the library preparation to 
avoid size selection which may affect the balance in sequence reads between longer 
and shorter STR alleles.

Filtering noise from alleles

In order to be accepted as a reliable forensic diagnostic tool, MPS results should 
be retrieved and stored in much more detail compared to CE data. Processing of 
millions of reads involves complex bioinformatics. It is for this purpose that the tools 
we developed to analyse MPS reads not only report genuine alleles but also facilitate 
storing and screening those reads that do not represent genuine STR alleles. Detailed 
tables of read statistics are produced and checked before allele interpretation. These 
tables contain read counts for new alleles and for alleles that are only recognised 
for either one or none of the flanking sequences of the TSSV library. In case of high 
read numbers for these categories, fasta files containing the complete sequences of 
the reads can be checked for every locus and for each category (known alleles, new 
alleles, reads with only the start flanking sequence recognised, reads with only the end-
flanking sequence recognised and reads with no recognised flanking sequences at all) 
separately.

The frequency of sequencing errors varies per locus, but is also strongly influenced 
by the cluster density in the sequence run. A good indicator for sequence quality of a 
sequencing run is the balance between forward and reverse reads. Since read errors 
tend to be influenced by sequence content, the same error will usually not appear in 
both orientations [16]. For the longest alleles from PentaD, PentaE and FGA we noted 
that sequencing errors may accumulate in the end of the reads. As a consequence, the 
flanking sequences for that strand may no longer be recognised by TSSV, which could 
lead to strand bias of over five-fold differences between both orientations, even when 
analysing paired-end consensus reads. Thus, one should not straightforwardly aim for a 
high cluster density to retain the highest number of reads, as this may be accompanied 
with strong strand bias. We observed increased rates of sequence errors and strand 
bias for cluster densities over 1000 K/mm2 which is below the recommended cluster 
density of 1200-1500 K/mm2. When a cluster density of 800 K/mm2 is used, at least 
1.5x107 Passed Filter reads are retained (all sequenced for both read orientations) 
which is a sufficient read number to multiplex an effective number of libraries.

Quality filtering of the data was done in the following order:
1. Paired-end consensus alignment: the two paired-end reads of each cluster are 

combined. In case of discrepancies, the highest quality base call is used in the 
consensus read for further analysis. Parts of the read that are not overlapped 
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by both reads are marked in lower case (reads that have one of the library 
flanking sequences completely represented by lower case letters are later on 
moved to the TSSV category of reads recognised for only one of the flanking 
sequences).

2. Singletons are discarded during analysis using TSSV (TSSV option: ‘-a 2’). These 
reads can only be checked afterwards by restarting the analysis without this 
option. Discarding singletons significantly decreases the report file size and 
memory demand in the follow up analyses. Singletons will not meet forensic 
standards, but could be used to decide whether sequence coverage needs to 
be increased for a low coverage sample. New alleles (that do not match the 
variant description of the TSSV library) are reported in a separate table.

3. After performing TSSV analysis, the table of known alleles is filtered by a priori 
defined criteria in an Excel sheet while ensuring that the sequences, which are 
filtered out in these steps, can easily be retrieved and investigated. We used 
a minimum of 8 reads as allele coverage and a minimum of 2 reads for both 
sequence orientations which removed the majority of sequencing errors. These 
numbers may seem low, but it should be noted that we use ‘allele coverage’ (only 
including reads without errors) and not ‘total coverage’ (which would mean 
the sum of all reads for one locus and could include reads with errors). Since 
forensic samples often carry allele imbalance due to low amounts of template 
or multiple contributors to a sample, the use of total summed coverage of all 
alleles for a target can give a misleading sense of quality and should be avoided. 
The threshold of 2 reads for both sequence orientations is sufficient to remove 
the majority of sequence artefacts. A higher threshold could result in the loss of 
some (mostly longer) alleles that exhibit a strong strand-bias due to structural 
sequence errors. Retained alleles were interpreted before being reported.

4. In the same Excel sheet an additional criterion is a within-locus proportion 
(the read count of an allele divided by the read count of the highest allele of a 
locus) that is required for reporting an allele. This threshold is used to remove 
PCR errors and structural sequencing errors that may especially occur at high 
coverage. This value can be adjusted depending on the required detection of 
low percentage contributions.  When the input amount of DNA in the PCR is 
available, it can also be used to filter out unrealistic mixture contributions (for 
example: for a start amount of 60 pg in the PCR it is not realistic to look for 
a 1% contribution since this would represent the DNA equivalent of only 0.1 
cell). For single reference samples we used a threshold of 15%, for mixtures, this 
threshold was lowered to 1% except for mixtures with a minor contribution of 
1% in which this threshold was lowered to 0.25%. All retained alleles appear as 
a bar in the STR sequence profile (Figure 2).

5. Allele variants that are not represented in the TSSV library are added to the 
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table of new alleles. This table is filtered using the same settings as used for the 
known alleles. When a new allele is identified as a genuine allele, it is added 
to the TSSV library and samples are reprocessed using the new TSSV library 
which will move it to the known alleles category.

6. Stuttermark is used to mark alleles that could be (partly) derived from stutter 
(as described in the Materials and methods section). When interpreting the 
alleles that pass the filtering steps mentioned before, alleles at a stutter position 
of another allele (based on the sequence) and with less reads than an a priori 
defined percentage of the reads of a genuine allele are marked as stutter.

7. Interpretation of the retained alleles is done by inspection of the markings 
from Stuttermark in combination with the ratio between the retained alleles 
and the strand balance for every allele. In this step, the label of the alleles that 
are marked as stutter (or any other artefact) will be removed from the STR 
sequence profile. However, in the sequence profile, the bar representing the 
removed allele will remain without a label as is common practice for CE-based 
profiles. 

Sup. Figure 3 shows examples of STR sequencing profiles for a single and a mixed 
source sample after different filtering settings to illustrate the effect of the used 
parameters.

Concordancy

Reliability of sequencing results was assessed for the 297 population samples by 
comparison of CE data from the PowerPlex® Fusion System with the sequencing data. 
All STR alleles from the sequencing data were in concordance with CE analysis except 
for two alleles from PentaD. These alleles were missed when using the 15% within 
locus threshold (heterozygote balance), as they had a frequency of 8% and 12% of the 
highest allele (Sup. Figure 4). Since both samples are from the same population, and 
both alleles have the same repeat length and sequence, it is likely that this difference 
in read numbers is caused by a SNP under the PCR primer used in the PowerSeq™ 
sequencing assay as observed for rare null alleles in commercial CE-based assays [20].

Sequence variation

As was expected, MPS STR genotyping revealed substantial genetic variation in 
addition to the variation in repeat length that is detected using CE (Figure 5). Sup. 
Figure 5 displays the sequence of the genome reference (GRCh37/hg19) and of 
control sample 2800M (which is provided with the assay). Sup. Figure 6 displays the 
observed alleles for all loci and the frequencies of these alleles in the three tested 
populations. Since we describe our variants according to nomenclature rules [17] in 
which all variants are described in the forward orientation of the genome reference, 
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the start position and orientation of some of the alleles is slightly different than the 
reference alleles described by Gettings et al. [7]. Based on the observed variation in this 
study, the analysed STRs can be divided into four classes.

1. Simple STRs: Loci that only show variation in the number of repeats without 
additional sequence variation. CSF1P0 is the only simple STR locus.

2. Complex STRs: Loci where the repeat motif consists of several repeating blocks 
with a different sequence. D19S433, FGA and PentaE are complex STRs.

3. Simple STRs with SNPs in the flanking sequence of the repeat region. D7S820, 
D16S539, TPOX and PentaD are simple STRs with SNPs.

4. Complex STRs containing SNPs in the flanking sequence of the repeat region: 
D2S1338, D3S1358, D5S818, D8S1179, D13S317, D18S51, D21S11, TH01 and 
vWA (interestingly, for vWA, all SNPs are associated with specific repeat region 
variation) are complex STRs containing SNPs in the flanking sequence. 

Figure 5. STR sequence variation divided in length variation, complex STR 
variation and SNP variation

  
The stacked bar graph displays the number of different alleles observed in sequence analysis of 297 samples divided in three categories: In blue, 
the number of alleles observed when performing CE. In red, the additional alleles observed by sequencing when taking into account variation 
within the STR motif. In green, the additional alleles when taking into account variation flanking the STR motif. When the variation flanking the 
STR motif is linked with variation inside the STR motif, the green portion of the bar graph doesn’t display those alleles (they are included in the 
red portion of the bar graph).
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Table 1. Locus statistics for CE and MPS analysis of the same samples from 
three populations

                                      

Heterozygosity, Match Likelihood and Power of Exclusion for STR CE and sequence analysis for all 17 STRs as observed in the three tested 
populations.
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Using CE, uniquely identified alleles comprise only 48% of the total alleles observed 
using sequencing in these 17 STRs for the analysed set of 297 samples. However, 
the variation is not evenly dispersed over the loci (Table 1). Since not every available 
software tool for analysis of STRs capture the variation within the repeat structure 
and the flanking sequence [18] it is important to be aware of the information that 
is missed when variation outside the repeat structure is not reported. Obviously, the 
discriminating power of the loci is increased when all the variation on sequence level 
is taken into account. In Table 1 we display the match likelihood (ML) for every locus 
in all three populations for sequence analysis and for CE analysis in comparison. The 
additional sequence variation has the strongest effect on the discriminating power 
of D5S818 and D13S317 with an average three-fold difference in the ML over all 
populations between the two methods. D2S1338, D3S1358, D7S820, D8S1179, 
D16S539 and D21S11 exhibit more than a two-fold difference in the ML over all 
populations. When only taking into account the Dutch and Himalayan population, 
D5S818, D7S820, D13S317 and D21S11 still exhibit a greater than two-fold difference 
in match likelihood between length and sequence variation. 

Stutter analysis

Stutter ratios were determined when the CE signal intensity or MPS read coverage 
was sufficient for alleles which are not influenced by stutters from other alleles. An 
overview of the read coverage statistics and within locus allele balance of the samples 
used for this analysis is shown in Supplemental Figure 7. For each locus, dot plots were 
generated displaying the average stutter ratios for all STR alleles for which at least 
four stutter ratios could be calculated (Sup. Figure 8). In general, stutter ratios of both 
methods are very similar with the exception of PentaE where stutter ratios for CE 
are lower than for sequence data. Some sequence alleles correspond to the same CE 
allele (e.g. D2S1338 allele 21). For complex STRs, the longest uninterrupted repeat 
stretch determines the stutter ratio [19] which is confirmed by our data as illustrated 
in Figure 6. Here, detailed stutter graphs for D18S51 are shown for both methods; 
the dots of the alleles carrying an interrupted repeat motif (marked in red) tend to 
have lower stutter ratios than the uninterrupted alleles of the same length.. Because of 
the separation of these new sequence alleles it is expected that the stutter ratio per 
sequence allele would show less variation than the CE stutter ratio which represents 
several sequence variants. To test this, the Coefficient of Variance of the stutter ratio 
was determined for every allele with stutter data for at least four samples (Sup. Figure 
8). Most obtained CV values are either similar or lower for sequencing stutter ratios 
than for CE stutter ratios. As expected, the loci for which the CV of the stutter ratio 
is generally lower for sequencing data than for CE are all complex STRs (especially 
D5S818, D8S1179, D13S317, D21S11, FGA and vWA). In addition it was noted that 
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the CV of the stutter ratio for sequence data remains relatively stable for all alleles 
within the same locus (even though the stutter becomes higher for longer alleles). For 
CE-based stutter ratios, much more variation in CV is observed between different 
alleles within the same locus which is partly explained by alleles that are subdivided 
into different sequence alleles. For some STRs (in particular D2S1338, D3S1358, 
D7S820 and D18S51) the CV shows a downward trend for increasing allele length in 
CE data. An explanation for this decreasing CV could be that low percentage stutter 
peaks in a CE profile are often below the detection threshold (30 rfu in this analysis). 
Since a certain number (at least several thousand depending on the fluorescent label) 
of molecules is needed before a CE peak becomes visible, the signal intensity might not 
be linearly correlated with the number of molecules for alleles with low peak heights. 
This could contribute to an increased variation of stutter ratios.

Mixture analysis

A total of 45 two-person mixtures (from five donor combinations) were analysed 
with minor contributions of 1%, 5%, 10%, 20% and 50% using the PowerSeq™ 
sequencing assay. In every mixture, all alleles of both contributors were recovered 
in the sequence reads, mostly with allele ratios close to expected. Figure 7a displays 
the read percentage for each allele call of the minor contributor grouped by mixture 
ratio. Although there is variation, we found that the observed percentage of reads 
(per allele) from the total locus reads is a good indication of the ratio between two 
contributors in a mixture. For each of the 45 mixtures the minor contribution was 
estimated based on the read frequencies of the minor alleles that are not overlapping 
other alleles or stutter reads in the mixture (see Sup. Figure 9 for further explanation 
of this procedure for a hypothetical three locus mixture profile). Figure 7b shows the 
summary statistics for calculation of the minor contribution in the 10 mixtures (for 
the 50/50 mixtures, calculations were performed for both contributors) of each ratio. 
Since the total marker reads also contain reads representing stutter, the quantitative 
prediction of the minor contribution is expected to be slightly lower than the genuine 
contribution which is apparent for the mixtures with 50% and 20% minor contribution. 
Not surprisingly, a quantitative prediction of the minor contribution becomes less 
accurate (relative to the percentage of contribution) when the minor contribution 
decreases. It is apparent that the standard deviation is almost stable across all mixture 
ratios. 
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Figure 6. Comparison of stutter ratios for locus D18S51 analysed by CE and 
MPS

A. 

 

        

B. 

       
A. Dot plot displaying the distribution of stutter ratios for the locus D18S51 analysed by CE using the PowerPlex® Fusion System. Every dot 
represents the stutter ratio of one allele in a single sample, lines display the median and whiskers display 1.5 interquartile range. Red dots 
represent alleles in which the sequence revealed an interrupted repeat (resulting in a shorter length of the longest repeated motif). B. Dot plot 
displaying the distribution of stutter ratios for the locus D18S51 analysed by MPS using the prototype PowerSeq™ system. Red dots represent 
alleles in which the sequence revealed an interrupted repeat. It is apparent that the stutter ratio of the alleles carrying an interrupted repeat 
motif is generally lower than the alleles of the same length without interruption of the repeat motif.
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Figure 7. Tukey boxplot displaying the observed within locus read percentages 
of all minor alleles for 10 two-person mixtures for each of the five tested 
mixture ratios

A.

       

B. 

          
When analysing alleles with abundance below 5% of the highest allele of the locus, additional PCR/sequence error variants were observed for 
several loci which can complicate the interpretation of a DNA sample. Therefore, the analysis of minor contributions of 5% or less in a mixture 
without prior knowledge of the ratio between the different donors, remains difficult for some, but not all loci using the current experimental 
and analysis setup for this assay. Increasing the sequencing coverage increases the read counts of these artefacts as well and will not help to 
distinguish them from genuine alleles.
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Analysing an unknown trace

When unknown samples are analysed that could have more than one contributor, 
one needs to decide on the minimal allele coverage and level of minor allele detection 
prior to sequencing. The minimal allele coverage of 8 reads for every allele and 2 reads 
for both orientations used in this study was chosen for investigative purposes to get an 
indication of general sequence quality. Although in most cases these thresholds were 
sufficient to remove artefacts, some erroneous reads can still occur due to a relatively 
low sequence quality that may be caused by variation in cluster density or other factors 
yet unknown. In addition to a minimal read coverage to guarantee sequence quality, 
an additional threshold can be used for the minimal percentage of reads compared to 
the allele with the highest read count within a locus to filter out structural sequence 
errors. Below 0.5%, most STRs show a high amount of additional sequence artefacts 
that coexist with the genuine alleles at a relatively stable ratio. However, when using a 
high threshold, low percentage contributions might be missed.

Recommendations

In this study, the population samples were sequenced with an average allele 
coverage of over 800 reads (also including the samples that were not used for stutter 
analysis), which is crucial for a reliable characterisation of stutter reads and structural 
sequence errors in this stage of the development of this new technique. We assume 
that, eventually, for reliable MPS-STR genotyping of a single-source reference sample 
(e.g. for database purposes) a much lower coverage could be sufficient. To distinguish 
genuine allele sequences from errors, we recommend a coverage of at least 20 reads 
for every allele (sequences from both ends combined) with representation in both 
orientations. This means that, for the current assay, 5.000 reads per sample will probably 
be sufficient to achieve the recommended allele coverage. For evidentiary traces, more 
sequences will be needed since locus balance will be influenced by low template 
concentrations and low contributions can only be analysed reliably using sufficient 
reads for the alleles of the minor contribution. For example, when we want to retain 
sufficient data to detect a minor contribution of 5% we need at least (100/5) x 5000 
= 100.000 reads (meaning 100.000 reads for read1 and 100.000 reads for read2) for 
the current assay. This assumes that the sample is of sufficient quality to retain the same 
locus balance as a reference sample.
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Conclusion
The analysis of STRs by MPS using the MiSeq® provides several advantages over the 

routinely used CE. We observed full concordance between CE (Powerplex® Fusion) 
and MPS (PowerSeq™) based genotyping of STR loci among 297 individuals.

We observed substantial sequence variation within the repeat motifs of STR loci 
and their immediate flanking regions, in addition to the length variation of the STR-
motifs. Since design of a multiplex assay for MPS is no longer limited by the number of 
different fluorescent labels, PCR primers can be designed to amplify all STR loci within 
a much more similar fragment size range. This offers advantages for degraded DNA 
samples and reduces some of the amplification bias due to length variation among 
the various PCR-templates in a single multiplex PCR reaction. In addition, the exact 
nature of MPS data (which is as simple as sequence-specific read counts for every 
allele) provides opportunities for a more standardised follow-up analysis. The study of 
stutter in MPS data shows that the highest stutter artefact is determined by the longest 
repeated element in the STR. STR stutter ratios in MPS data are generally similar to 
those of CE data except for many of the complex STRs since those CE alleles can 
be differentiated into separate MPS alleles with their own respective stutter profile. 
Mixture analysis down to a minor contribution of 5% is routinely feasible for most 
STR loci. Even sequence reads representing a minor contribution down to 1% can be 
recovered, although here, obviously, reads representing stutters still cause interpretation 
problems in the reads. 
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Supplementary materials
Supplemental Figure 1, four examples of allele combinations to illustrate the 
criteria used for inclusion of stutters for the calculation of stutter ratios

The peak profiles display which stutter peaks are included and excluded for analysis of stutter ratios. In all four examples, the blue peaks 
represent the genuine alleles, the green peaks represent stutters that are included in the calculation of stutter ratios and the red peaks represent 
stutters that are excluded for the calculation of stutter ratios. Example A.: Both alleles have no overlapping stutters, all the stutter peaks are 
included for calculation of stutter ratios. Example B.: Allele 14 is overlapping with the n-1 stutter of allele 15. For this allele 15, the n-1 stutter 
cannot be used for calculation of the stutter ratio. The n-1 stutter of allele 14 overlaps the n-2 stutter of allele 15 but is still included in the 
calculation of the stutter ratio for allele 14 since the contribution of the n-2 stutter to the peak height is considered to be negligible. Example 
C.: The n+1 stutter of allele 14 is overlapping with the n-2 stutter of allele 17. This stutter position is removed from the analysis of the stutter 
ratio. Example D.: The n-1 stutter of allele 16 overlaps with the n+1 stutter of allele 14 and is excluded from the analysis of the stutter ratio. 
For the sequencing data, the same criteria were used but sequence variation was considered resulting in fewer alleles to be excluded from the 
calculation of the stutter ratios.
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Supplemental Figure 2. Overview of sequence efficiency for MiSeq® sequencing 
runs with different cluster density

Scatterplot displaying the yield of sequence reads after different filtering steps in the analysis from signal on the MiSeq® until the reads retained 
in the fastq files after demultiplexing for runs with different levels of cluster density. In red, the initial number of reads are displayed before any 
filtering took place on the MiSeq®. In purple, remaining reads after MiSeq® quality filtering are displayed. In orange, the reads are displayed in 
which a barcode is recognised during de-multiplexing.
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Supplemental Figure 3. Overview of analysis filtering / interpretation steps of a 
sequence DNA profile for a single source sample and a mixture

A.
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B.
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A. Sequence profiles showing allele names after separate filtering steps used in the analysis for a single source sample with the final table used 
for interpretation to call genuine alleles in a reference sample. B. Sequence profiles showing allele names after separate filtering steps used in 
the analysis for a mixed sample with the final table used for interpretation to call genuine alleles in a mixed sample.
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Supplemental Figure 4. Sequence read profile for the two samples where 
PentaD showed a strong allelic imbalance

    

This figure displays the sequence read profile for PentaD for the two samples where a strong allelic imbalance was observed. For these samples, 
the number of reads for the allele with CE-length 11 was only observed for 8% and 12% of the reads of the second allele.
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Supplemental Figure 5. STR sequence alleles for the reference genome and 
2800M Control DNA

Description of the coordinates of the STR motif for each STR and the alleles represented in the reference genome (hg38) and in 2800M 
Control DNA.
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Supplemental Figure 6. Observed sequence variation in 297 analysed samples 
from three populations
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For every locus the table displays the observed sequence alleles and respective allele frequencies for the three populations tested.
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Supplemental Figure 7. Coverage and within locus allele balance for the samples 
used for stutter analysis
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Dot plots for each locus displaying the ratio of the reads of the shortest and longest allele in each sample grouped by the STR length difference 
of the two alleles. In general, the shorter allele has a slightly higher number of reads than the longer allele (on average 1.2 times higher). For 
some loci, large length differences between the two alleles can result in stronger within marker allele inbalance.

Supplemental Figure 8. Stutter characteristics for the 17 STRs of the prototype 
Powerseq™ system and the Powerplex® Fusion system
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Comparison of stutter characteristics for the MPS-based PowerseqTM system and the CE-based Powerplex® Fusion system. For every marker, 
two graphs display the average stutter ratio for every allele and the Coefficient of Variance (CV) for the stutter ratio of each allele. Since for 
MPS-based analysis some alleles of the same CE-length are represented by distinct sequence alleles, the stutter ratios and CV of these alleles 
are displayed separately. It is apparent that in general, stutter ratios of the MPS-based analysis are similar to the CE-based stutter ratios except 
for CE-alleles that are subdivided into several sequence alleles. The subdivided sequence alleles of the same total CE-length often have different 
stutter ratios which results in a lower variation of stutter ratio per allele compared to the combined CE-allele. This can be observed from the 
generally lower values for the CV of the stutter ratio for the sequence alleles.
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Supplemental Figure 9.  A three locus hypothetical example illustrating our 
method for the calculation of the proportion of a minor contribution in a 
mixture

             


